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Abstract 

Quantitative bone ultrasound (QUS) method has been introduced as a promising 

alternative for diagnosing osteoporosis and assessing fracture risk. The latest QUS 

technologies aim to quantitatively assess structural cortical bone characteristics, e.g, 

cortical porosity, cortical thickness (Ct.Th) and cortical speed of sound at cortical 

measurement regions. Large cortical pores and reduced Ct.Th in the tibia have been 

proposed as an indication of reduced hip strength and structural deterioration.  

In this work two novel ultrasound methods were studied using a conventional 

ultrasound transducer to measure cortical bone properties at the tibia. The first method 

is a refraction and phase aberration corrected multifocus (MF) imaging approach that 

measures Ct.Th and the compressional sound velocity traveling in the radial bone 

direction (Ct.ν11). The second method is a novel cortical backscatter (CortBS) method 

that assesses microstructural properties in cortical bone. Both methods were validated 

in silico on bone models, ex vivo on bone samples and in vivo on 55 postmenopausal 

women at the anteromedial tibia midshaft. The aim of this work was to study the 

precision, accuracy, and fragility fracture discrimination performance of CortBS and 

MF parameters in comparison to clinical High-resolution peripheral quantitative 

computed tomography (HR-pQCT) and Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 

measurements. 

The results of the MF approach show precise and accurate estimation of Ct.Th and 

Ct.ν11. The comparison of the measured Ct.Th with reference thicknesses from HR-

pQCT measurement have also shown accurate determination of Ct.Th (R2=0.94, 

RMSE=0.17 mm). Future simulation studies with real bone structures from HR-pQCT 

measurements should target the validation of accurate Ct.ν11 estimation. For the first 

time, CortBS assessed the distribution of cortical pore size and viscoelastic properties 

of cortical bone in vivo. The short- term in vivo precision was observed between 1.7% 

and 13.9%. Fragility fracture discrimination performance was retrieved using 

multivariate partial least squares regression. The combination of CortBS+MF showed 

superior fracture discrimination performance compared with DXA and similar fracture 

discrimination performance compared with HR-pQCT. Further clinical studies with 

larger cohort size should target the potential to demonstrate the ability of CortBS and 

MF parameters for individual fracture risk assessment.  

In conclusion, alteration in cortical microstructure and viscoelasticity caused by the 

aging process and the progression of osteoporosis can be measured by CortBS and 
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MF. These methods have high potential to identify patients at high risk for fragility 

fractures. 
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Abstrakt 

Die quantitative Knochenultraschallmethode (QUS) wurde als vielversprechende 

Alternative für die Diagnose von Osteoporose und die Bewertung des Frakturrisikos 

eingeführt. Die neuesten QUS-Technologien zielen darauf ab, strukturelle kortikale 

Knochenmerkmale, z. B. kortikale Porosität, kortikale Dicke (Ct.Th) und kortikale 

Schallgeschwindigkeit in kortikalen Messregionen quantitativ zu bewerten. Große 

kortikale Poren und eine verringerte Ct.Th in der Tibia wurden als Anzeichen für eine 

verringerte Festigkeit der Hüfte und eine strukturelle Verschlechterung vorgeschlagen.  

In dieser Arbeit wurden zwei neuartige Ultraschallmethoden unter Verwendung eines 

herkömmlichen Ultraschallwandlers zur Messung der Eigenschaften am kortikalen 

Knochen des Schienbeins untersucht. Bei der ersten Methode handelt es sich um 

einen brechungs- und phasenaberrationskorrigierten multifokalen (MF) 

Bildgebungsansatz, der Ct.Th und die Kompressionsschallgeschwindigkeit in radialer 

Knochenrichtung (Ct.ν11) misst. Die zweite Methode ist eine neuartige kortikale 

Rückstreumethode (CortBS), die die mikrostrukturellen Eigenschaften des kortikalen 

Knochens misst. Beide Methoden wurden in silico an Knochenmodellen, ex vivo an 

Knochenproben und in vivo an 55 postmenopausalen Frauen am anteromedialen 

Tibia-Mittelschaft validiert. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die Präzision, Genauigkeit und 

Fragilitätsfraktur-Diskriminierungsleistung von CortBS- und MF-Parametern im 

Vergleich zur klinischen hochauflösenden peripheren quantitativen 

Computertomographie (HR-pQCT) und Dualen-Energie-Röntgenabsorptiometrie 

(DXA) zu untersuchen. 

Die Ergebnisse des MF-Ansatzes zeigen eine präzise und genaue Schätzung von 

Ct.Th und Ct.ν11. Der Vergleich der gemessenen Ct.Th mit Referenzdicken aus HR-

pQCT-Messungen hat ebenfalls eine genaue Bestimmung der Ct.Th gezeigt (R2=0,94, 

RMSE=0,17 mm). Zukünftige Simulationsstudien mit realen Knochenstrukturen aus 

HR-pQCT-Messungen sollten die genauen Schätzung der Ct.ν11 validieren. Zum 

ersten Mal hat CortBS die kortikale Porengrößenverteilung und die viskoelastischen 

Eigenschaften des kortikalen Knochens in vivo untersucht. Die kurzfristige In-vivo-

Präzision lag zwischen 1,7% und 13,9%. Die Fragilitätsfraktur-

Diskriminierungsleistung wurde mittels multivarianter Regression der partiellen 

kleinsten Quadrate bewertet. Die Kombination von CortBS+MF zeigte im Vergleich zur 

DXA eine überlegene Leistung bei der Frakturerkennung und eine ähnliche Leistung 

wie die bei HR-pQCT. Weitere klinische Studien mit größerer Kohortengröße sollten 
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die Fähigkeit von CortBS- und MF-Parametern zur individuellen 

Frakturrisikobewertung nachweisen. 

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass Veränderungen der kortikalen Mikrostruktur 

und Viskoelastizität, die durch den Alterungsprozess und das Fortschreiten der 

Osteoporose verursacht werden, mit CortBS und MF gemessen werden können. Diese 

Methoden haben ein hohes Potenzial zur Identifizierung von Patienten mit hohem 

Risiko für Fragilitätsfrakturen. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Bone biology 

Bone has an important role in the body by protecting vital organs, both as structural 

support for the whole body and also by providing and storing minerals, e.g., calcium 

and bicarbonate. As a living tissue, bone is constantly regenerating, a process carried 

out by basic multicellular units (BMUs) containing two types of bone cells, osteoclasts 

and osteoblasts. Osteoclasts resorb calcified bone matrix, while osteoblasts produce 

new bone matrix (1). At a macro structural level, bone is classified into two different 

types. The first type is the outer shell, which is made up of compact and dense cortical 

bone containing the main part of the long bone shafts, the so-called diaphysis, and 

composed of Harversian canals for the passage of blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, 

and nerves. The second type of the bone is the inner shell, the cancellous trabecular 

bone, which is filled with fat and marrow. In trabecular bone resorption occurs along 

the bone surface, whereas in cortical bone, it takes place through the bone itself (2). A 

circulating process of bone remodeling begins with bone resorption and concludes with 

bone formation (3). In adults, each bone remodeling cycle lasts 3 to 12 months (4). 

After the age of 50, unbalanced bone remodeling, which occurs as part of the normal 

ageing process, results in bone loss, especially in women during and after menopause. 

More bone matrix is removed than replaced by cells of the BMU leading to more non-

refilled BMUs in the cortex. The clustering of BMUs at the endosteum results in the 

trabecularization of the inner cortex (5). Bone loss in trabecular bone is more rapid and 

bone fractures occur predominantly at sites, which are predominantly composed of 

trabecular bone e.g., the hip, spine and proximal femur (6). Therefore, studies over the 

last 70 years have focused on trabecular bone loss. Nevertheless, the majority of bone 

loss occurs after the age of 50 in cortical bone (7, 8). Because  80% of the human 

skeleton consists of cortical bone (7) and cortical bone is determent for bone strength 

(8), studies have shifted the focus towards cortical bone loss for fracture risk 

assessment. With advancing age, unbalanced remodeling results in increased 

porosity, increased pore size and cortical thinning. In addition, the transitional zone 

enlarges by increased trabecularization of the inner cortex. According to Chen et al. 

study (9), the cortical thickness of the femoral neck thins by 4% per decade for people 

aged 60 to 90.  
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1.2 Osteoporosis  

Osteoporosis is the most common bone disease in the ageing population and causes 

more than 9 million fractures worldwide every year, with a fracture occurring every 

three seconds (10). It is known as a ‘silent disease’ because of its symptomless course 

until fractures occur (11). Major osteoporotic fracture sites are hip (proximal femur), 

non-vertebral i.e., distal forearm and vertebral fractures. Hip fractures are the greatest 

clinical concern with a mortality rate of 15% to 20% (12). Osteoporotic fractures can 

occur from a fall or simple activities, i.e., lifting objects. Osteoporosis results from 

unbalanced bone resorption and bone formation, and therefore, unbalanced bone 

turnover. Low bone mass and bone density, increased bone porosity and bone thinning 

are characteristics of osteoporosis (13) and results in reduce mobility and quality of life 

and increased healthcare costs and mortality (14). In a 1994 report, the World Health 

Organization has defined osteoporosis as a bone mineral density (BMD) T-score at 

major fracture sites, e.g., spine or proximal femur, of −2.5 standard deviation (SD) or 

less compared to the average BMD of a young (30 years of age) and healthy reference 

population (13). The current state-of-the-art technique for BMD estimation is dual-

energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) because of its reproducibility (15). Until now it is 

the single most predictive diagnostic parameter and is used to determine the 

requirement of pharmaceutical treatment.  

Different factors influence bone turnover, e.g., genetics, nutrition, environment, and 

biomechanics. Vitamin D, calcium, magnesium and estrogen deficiency and 

exogenous glucocorticoids have shown to decrease bone mass (16, 17). Osteoporosis 

commonly affects more women than men, especially postmenopausal women (18, 19). 

For postmenopausal women, estrogen deficiency results in a more rapid loss of total 

mass compared to men (17). Studies have shown that 50% of women (18) and 25% 

of men over the age of 50 have osteoporotic fractures (20). Fracture risk increases with 

age in both sexes and is associated with reduced bone mineral density (21).  

1.3 Current in vivo assessment of bone quality  

Methods for assessing bone quality use absorptiometry, computed tomography (CT), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and quantitative ultrasound (QUS). The current 

gold standard method to assess bone quality is the DXA. It uses two photon energies, 

i.e., 40 keV and 70 keV, and measures the attenuation of bone and soft tissue. 

Attenuation is converted into BMD and BMD is given by bone mineral content in grams 
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normalized to the two-dimensional projected bone area in cm2. The T-score is 

calculated by dividing the patient’s BMD by the standard deviation of the young, healthy 

control population (13). Although the strong relationship between low BMD and high 

fracture risk is well established (22, 23), around 82% of women who sustain a fragility 

fracture had a non-osteoporotic T-score and were not treated (24). Those patients had 

dominantly osteopenia BMD values between -1 to -2.49 (24). Furthermore, the 

definition of the cut-off value for the diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis is -2.5 

according to the World Health Organization and has not changed in the last 25 years 

even though the majority of women with fragility fractures are not identified with DXA. 

Moreover, DXA only reports bone density from two-dimensional images normalized to 

the bone area and is not adjusted for vertebral depth. Therefore, patients with larger 

and wider vertebrae and skeletons will have an overestimation of their BMD and 

patients with a small skeleton receive an underestimation of BMD (25). A study has 

reported the reduction of differences in BMD after the correction of differences in 

skeletal size between Asians and Caucasians (26). The differences in bone structure 

between different ethnic groups are also not considered in the DXA measurement and 

interpretation. In summary, using standard DXA measurements to diagnose 

osteoporosis based on BMD does not provide information about bone microstructure 

and structural decay with advancing age, resulting in undiagnosed and undertreated 

patients at high risk of fracture. DXA is not widely available in many countries due to 

its high cost and difficulty of reimbursement (27). In order to calculate fracture risk, 

FRAX® was introduced by Kanis et al. (28). It estimates the probability of major 

osteoporotic fractures over a 10-year period based on clinical risk factors, e.g., age, 

weight, history of fracture, diabetes mellitus (29). The International Osteoporosis 

Foundation has suggested the use of FRAX® for fracture risk estimation (30). However, 

FRAX® have been shown to exhibit high specificity but poor sensitivity for diagnosing 

osteoporosis (31).  

Another technique for quantifying bone density is peripheral quantitative computer 

tomography (pQCT), which also uses ionizing radiation. It was introduced shortly after 

CT for medical imaging at the forearm, and more recently, at the tibia. Compared to 

the assessment of BMD from DXA, pQCT provides a volumetric bone parameter, i.e., 

cortical and trabecular bone mineral density, and bone volume due to small-angle fan 

beam X-ray source and due to the higher resolution (32). By increasing spatial 

resolution to 120 µm, high resolution pQCT (HR-pQCT) can additionally assess bone 
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microarchitecture, i.e., cortical porosity, cortical pore volume and cortical thickness. In 

2004, the Swiss producer Scanco launched the first HR-pQCT to measure bone 

microstructure at the ultradistal radius and tibia (33). HR-pQCT measurements of bone 

microstructure have been shown to predict incident fractures both prospectively and 

retrospectively (34). Reduced cortical thickness and the presence of large pores 

(cortical pore size diameter > 100 μm) showed a decrease of bone strength (35) and 

were introduced as “quantifiable ‘fingerprint’ of structural deterioration” (36). Although 

HR-pQCT is a powerful tool to image bone changes, it is only used as research tool 

due to its high cost (much higher than DXA). In comparison to pQCT and HR-pQCT, 

MRI is a non-ionizing method. High resolution MRI (HR-MRI) with an in-plane 

resolution of 150 µm is used to image trabecular and cortical bone (37) and reasonable 

acquisition time can provide bone details (38, 39), but results in long scanning times of 

20-30 min. There is no standardized HR-MRI sequence, which results in a wide 

variation of image quality between studies and MRI systems (40). Additional 

disadvantages are the loud noise and high costs.   

Currently, DXA is the gold standard method for clinical management of osteoporosis 

(6). Meanwhile, the development of HR-pQCT has shifted the focus to cortical bone to 

improve fracture risk assessment of osteoporotic patients (7). In the past 30 years, 

quantitative ultrasound (QUS) methods have shown the ability for fracture risk 

assessment by measuring bone structure parameters. The next subchapter examines 

significant QUS approaches for assessing bone strength in cortical bone.  

1.4 New alternatives for assessment of bone quality:  

        Quantitative Ultrasound (QUS) for bone assessment  

Ultrasound waves propagate, scatter, and absorb through the bone depending on the 

structure, stiffness, density, and elasticity of bone. In contrast to DXA, which uses X-

ray photon absorption by bone atoms, QUS utilized ultrasound waves with 

characteristic wavelengths to interact with bone structures. Ultrasound waves interact 

with the bone in a complex manner, providing information on its structure. In contrast 

to DXA, QUS is relatively inexpensive, portable, non-ionizing and non-invasive. In the 

past 30 years several QUS methods have been developed to characterize bone 

strength and structural properties using different physical principles (6). A review of 

QUS approaches for bone quality assessment can be found in (6, 41). In this section 

the most relevant QUS techniques targeting cortical bone will be briefly introduced. 
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These QUS methods include transverse transmission, pulse-echo, and cortical axial 

transmission.  

For the transverse transmission method, a transducer is positioned on both sides of 

the bone, a transmitter and a receiver. The ultrasound waves propagating through the 

skeletal site is measured and compared to the ultrasound wave transmitted through a 

reference medium with a known attenuation and speed of sound to estimate the 

broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) or speed of sound (SOS) (6). Both 

parameters have been applied clinically and are related to BMD, the proportion of 

trabecular and cortical bone, and the elasticity and fatigue fracture of the bone (27). 

QUS of the heel can predict osteoporosis-related fracture risk in elderly women to the 

same level as DXA (42-45). However, similar to DXA, this method cannot differentiate 

between trabecular and cortical bone. It only gives an estimation of the total amount of 

bone within the propagation path. In addition, heterogeneity of measurement 

techniques makes it challenging to compare measurements with QUS devices of 

different types and establish transmission QUS devices in clinical routine on a wider 

market (46).  

The pulse-echo method was used in the QUS device Bindex® (Kuopio, Finland). The 

device measures the cortical bone thickness based on the reflected waves from the 

frontside (periosteal) and backside (endosteal) surface of the cortical bone at the tibia 

(47). The main limitation of this approach is the assumption of the radial sound velocity 

in cortical bone, which has been chosen to be 3565 m/s. However, studies have 

reported differences in speed of sound in the cortex of healthy and osteoporotic 

subjects from (3485 ± 128 m/s) to (3200 ± 307 m/s), respectively (48, 49). Therefore, 

Bindex® only measures an index instead of the true bone thickness.  

The cortical axial transmission method uses transmitting and receiving transducers to 

measure the cortical speed of sound propagating in the longitudinal bone direction. In 

contrast to transverse transmission, the transmitter and receiver are positioned along 

the measured bone (6). The radius, tibia, and phalanges are preferred measurement 

regions for QUS devices using cortical axial transmission (50). Early cortical axial 

transmission QUS devices analyzed the ultrasound signals in the time domain, and 

measured the time of flight and the velocity of the first arriving signal (vFAS) to 

calculate the longitudinal wave velocity in bone (6, 51). The FDA-approved Sunlight 

Omnisense series (BeamMed Ltd, Tel-Aviv, Isreal) offers multi-skeletal site QUS in a 

clinical setting (52-54). Several clinical studies have reported that vFAS discriminates 
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healthy subjects from osteoporotic patients (50, 55-59). A study on postmenopausal 

women showed the association of SOS with fracture risk independent of BMD and age 

(60). Foiret et al. (61) proposed a dispersion curve analysis on ultrasound guided 

waves propagating in long bones to determine cortical thickness and velocities. The 

approach assumed wave dispersion in long bones with an ideal plate model having 

transverse isotropy and no absorption coefficient. Different ultrasound transducers 

have been evolved to measure cortical thickness and porosity from guided waves 

analysis at the radius using 1-MHz waves (62, 63) and at the tibia using 500-kHz waves 

(64). Based on ultrasound guided waves analysis, thickness and porosity estimations 

are reported to differentiate fragility fractures in postmenopausal women (62). The 

restriction to subjects with a low body fat index (62, 65) and high-operator dependence 

weakens the methods use in vivo and its translation to clinical routine. 

In the past 30 years, several QUS devices have been developed to target specific bone 

architecture. The wide availability of conventional ultrasound systems makes the use 

of ultrasound in bone structure research attractive. Therefore, research groups have 

dedicated their work into hardware improvements. Ultrasound Bone imaging was 

hampered by the strong impedance mismatch between bone and soft tissue interface. 

Renaud et al. (66) demonstrated the first in vivo images of human cortical bone at the 

tibia and radius using Kirchhoff migration developed by seismologists (67) and enabled 

an accurate measurement of bone thickness and anisotropic sound velocity profiles. 

However, the method does not consider adapting the imaging approach to osteoporotic 

subjects with an altered bone microstructure. Another novel method to retrieve cortical 

bone morphology from spectral responses of reflected and backscattered waves of 

cortical pores in human tibia was proposed by Iori et al. (68). The method is based on 

a cortical backscatter model (CortBS), which predicts microstructural changes in 

cortical pore diameter distributions, Ct.Po, cortical pore density and material 

properties. So far, the method was validated in silico using finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) simulations and ex vivo on human tibia bones. 

In conclusion, QUS is not recommended for monitoring osteoporosis treatment at this 

point (50). The current standard still remains the measurement of BMD by DXA. The 

current limitations for the clinical use of QUS parameters are the lack of standardization 

and quality control and the variability of measurements. However, QUS methods are 

promising for evaluating bone quality (6). Previous studies showed a strong 

association between cortical speed of sound and BMD (69) and Ct.Po (70, 71). Thus, 
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cortical speed of sound was introduced as an indicator for bone status (72). Speed of 

sound in the cortex of healthy and osteoporotic subjects are reported to differ (48, 49). 

With advancing age, unbalanced bone resorption and bone formation results in cortical 

thinning. Recent studies reported about 20% variation in cortical thickness between 

healthy and osteoporotic subjects (73, 74). In fact, Szulc et al. (75) demonstrated a 

decrease of cortical thickness of 1.10% ± 1.06% per year resulting in increased bone 

fracture risk in postmenopausal women. Iori et al. (35) reported a reduction in bone 

strength with decreased cortical thickness. In conclusion, reduced cortical thickness, 

speed of sound and cortical porosity has been shown to provide “quantifiable 

‘fingerprint’ of structural deterioration” (36).  

1.5 Outline of the dissertation 

The purpose of this project was to develop a refraction corrected MultiFocus (MF) 

imaging technology using ultrasound waves to image the periosteal and endosteal 

cortical bone surface and to determine both the cortical thickness (Ct.Th) and also the 

radial sound velocity in cortical bone (Ct.ν11). Both cortical parameters have been 

shown to be biomarkers for bone quality (24, 67). The confocal depth and travel time 

of reflections from the periosteal and endosteal cortical bone surface are determined 

by focusing waves at various depths. In combination with microstructural cortical bone 

properties, i.e., cortical porosity, cortical density and cortical pore size distribution, 

predicted from CortBS proposed in Iori et al. (68), we hypothesize a superior 

discrimination performance of the CortBS and MF measurement compared to the gold 

standard DXA method and the current high resolution HR-pQCT measurement for 

bone structure assessment. Both developed techniques, MultiFocus and CortBS, use 

conventional ultrasound technology and are highly clinically feasible for identifying 

people with high fracture risk. Therefore, the aims of this work are to: 

• Establish image and signal processing methods to validate the estimation of 

cortical thickness and cortical speed of sound in silico and ex vivo on plate-

shaped materials using the MF imaging sequence (Study A) 

• Analyze the precision and accuracy for thickness and speed of sound estimation 

compared to reference values (Study A) 

• Expand signal processing methods for the transition into curved bone structures 

with realistic in vivo transducer to bone distance (Study B) 
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• Validate MF approach on in silico and ex vivo measurement using phase 

aberration correction methods (Study B) 

• Validate signal processing methods for MF in vivo measurements (Results) 

• Validate CortBS method in vivo and study the discrimination performance 

compared to DXA and HR-pQCT measurements (Study C) 
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2. Method and Materials  

2.1 Samples 

Study A used plate-shaped materials for in silico and ex vivo validation of the MF 

method. For in silico validation, 4mm thick bone plates with different cortical bone 

properties (porosity, pore diameter and pore density) were simulated. For ex vivo 

validation homogenous materials of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate 

(PC) and polyvinylchloride (PVC), heterogenous plates of short fiber-reinforces epoxy 

(Sawbone, Malmoe, Sweden) and porous plates of bovine tibia bone, cut with a band 

saw (EXCAT GmbH, Remscheid. Germany) were used. Study B used curved-shaped 

bone models for in silico validation and a tibia bone sample from a human cadaver for 

ex vivo validation. In Study C, 55 postmenopausal women (aged 57 – 85 years, mean: 

70 ± 7 years) were recruited at the Center for Muscle and Bone Research, Berlin, after 

a clinical DXA bone density measurement. To investigate the fracture discrimination, 

the patients were recruited according to three patient groups: i) osteoporosis; ii) 

osteopenia with prevalent fragility fracture); iii) osteopenia without prevalent fragility 

fracture. In addition to the postmenopausal women, three healthy volunteers (age 25, 

31 and 52) participated.  

2.2 Numerical Ultrasound propagation model  

For in silico validation of the MF methods, bone models were simulated using the two-

dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) method with Simsonic 

(www.simsonic.fr) (76) to model ultrasound wave propagation in cortical bone. 

Simsonic is a software which considers multiple scattering, refraction, wave 

conversion, diffusion and frequency-independent absorption occurring during the wave 

propagation through bone. 

All bone model geometries consisted of 4 mm thick cortical bones surrounded by water. 

The bone properties are summarized in Study A (Tab. I (77)) and Study B (Tab. 2 (78)).  

Study A used a linear transducer array with 32-element sub-aperture (element and 

pitch sizes: 0.3mm), which emitted ultrasound waves with a broadband pulse, a center 

frequency of 5 MHz, and a -6dB bandwidth of 60% towards the 4mm thick bone plates 

at a distance of 4 mm away from the transducer array (77).  

Study B used a linear transducer array with 64-element sub-aperture (element and 

pitch sizes: 0.3 mm) to ensure an appropriate beam opening angle for the MF 

acquisition at a realistic transducer-bone distance of 15 mm for future in vivo 

http://www.simsonic.fr/
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measurements. The center frequency was changed to a lower frequency of 4 MHz to 

avoid scattering.  

2.3 Ex vivo ultrasound measurements 

For ex vivo validation, all samples were scanned using a medical ultrasound scanner 

SonicTOUCH, a linear ultrasound transducer 4DL14-5/38 with center frequency of 8 

MHz and 128 elements and a pitch size of 0.3 mm. A single-channel data acquisition 

system SonixDAQ (Ultrasonix, Richmond, BC, Canada) was used to capture pre-

beamformed single-channel RF data of all 128 channels at a sampling rate of 40 MHz 

with 12-b resolution during the data acquisition (77). Figure 1 shows the MF imaging 

setup (77). The samples were placed in degassed water at a distance of 20 mm from 

the transducer array. All ex vivo MF measurements were performed using B-mode 

images with conventional delay and beamforming with a gradually increasing focus 

depth starting above the samples. For an optimal penetration depth, a transducer 

emitted ultrasound waves with a transmission frequency of 5 MHz was used resulting 

in a center frequency of 5.1 MHz and a -6dB bandwidth of 69%.  

 

Fig. 1: “Schematic illustration of the multifocus measurement in the radial direction (x, z) of a long bone. 
The transducer is positioned 20 mm above the sample. Focused sound beams are emitted using a 32-
element subaperture of a 128-element linear array. The semi-aperture angle θ of the transmit beam is 
gradually decreased to move the focus from a depth above the sample front side to a position below 
backside of the sample. Refraction at the frontside interface results in a change the propagation direction 
of transmitted waves, and thereby, a shift of the focus depth inside the sample. ΔFz indicates the shift 
of the focus depth needed to focus from the frontside (FF) to the backside (FB). In addition to the scan 
of the focus depth, the sub-aperture was scanned along the array (x) direction” (reprinted from Nguyen 
Minh et al. (77) with permission under Creative Commons 4.0 license). 

2.4 In vivo ultrasound measurements 

For the in vivo measurements, the same medical ultrasound scanner SonicTOUCH 

and set up as mentioned above for ex vivo measurements were implemented. In vivo 

measurements were performed at the anteromedial surface of the tibia midshaft for 
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two main reasons. First, the tibia midshaft is primarily composed of cortical bone (79). 

Second, the Ct.Th at 45-55% of the tibia length on the anteromedial site of the tibia 

remains relatively invariant and is thicker with respect to the long-axis positions (80). 

The patient’s leg with the lowest aBMD (areal bone mineral density) at the proximal 

femur was chosen for ultrasound measurements (81). Lumbar spine and proximal 

femur were scanned using DXA (Lunar Prodigy Advance EnCore Software v13.4 or 

Lunar iDXA EnCore Software v 16.1, GE Medical Systems, Wisconsin, USA). The tibia 

length (LTibia) was defined as the distance between the medial malleolus and the medial 

knee joint cleft (81). At 50% of LTibia the measurement position was marked with a skin 

pencil as described in Study C (81). The ultrasound transducer 4DL14-5/38 was placed 

at the marked region using an ultrasound gel pad (aquaflex®, Parker Laboratories, Inc., 

Fairfield, NJ) to ensure an optimal coupling to the skin and bone surface. Conventional 

B-mode scans provided immediate visual feedback to position the transducer such that 

the center position of the periosteal bone interface appeared at the center of the B-

mode image, and the periosteal bone interface was approximately parallel to the 

transducer array (81).   

For MF acquisitions, conventional B-mode imaging sequences at NTx= 128 lateral scan 

positions xi with a 32-element transmit aperture were repeated with progressively 

greater focus distances (77). In total, 19 focus depths with a step size of 1.75 mm were 

acquired starting from 3 mm above the center position of the periosteal bone. In 

addition, the excitation frequency was decreased from 5 MHz to 4 MHz, this was to 

increase the penetration depth, and the pulse shape was changed from “+” pulse to 

“+-” pulse to widen the bandwidth and lower the frequency compared to study A. The 

SonixDAQ captured single-channel RF data (NRx = 128) and provided a 4-D Matrix 

V(NTx, Fz, NRx, t) with dimensions 128 × 19 ×128 × 1023 for postprocessing (77).  

For CortBS acquisitions, multi-angle 3-D compound B-mode scan sequences at NTx = 

128 lateral scan positions xi with a 16-element transmit aperture were used (Fig. 2). 

Three different beam steering angles θsweep (-10°, 0°, 10°) and fifteen sweeping angles 

steer (-7° to 7° with an increment of 1°) acquired the multi-angle scan. The focus depth 

Fz was defined approximately 1 mm below the center position of the periosteal bone 

(81). The SonixDAQ captured single-channel RF data (NRx = 128) and provided a 5-D 

Matrix V(NTx, θsweep, steer, NRx, t) with dimensions 128 × 3 × 15 ×128 × 1023 for 

postprocessing.  
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Fig. 2: “Schematic drawing of the CortBS method. A focused beam generated by a 16-element 
sub-aperture of the 128-element transducer array is scanned and steered across the bone. 
The focus depth Fz is positioned approximately 1 mm below the bone surface. Pulse-echo 
signals are recorded simultaneously with all 128 channels” (reprinted from Armbrecht et al. 
(81) with permission under Creative Commons 4.0 license). 

2.5 Ultrasound data analysis, MF post-processing 

2.5.1  MF post-processing 

The MF method simultaneously measures thickness and longitudinal speed of sound 

of a sample based on the method proposed by Hänel (82), Maev et al. (83), and Raum 

(84). Hänel’s study uses two focus positions to focus the acoustic wave on the front- 

and backside of the sample with a focusing lens of an acoustic microscope. In contrast, 

the MF method uses multiple focus depths of an ultrasound array to focus ultrasound 

waves starting above the frontside and down though the sample. Furthermore, the MF 

approach uses a broadband pulse to increase the temporal resolution and a smaller 

frequency range from 4-5 MHz (compared to other studies using frequency ranges up 

to 100 MHz) for the speed of sound estimation of biological hard tissue (85-87), to 

avoid scattering.  

A transmit sub-aperture emitted broadband pulses with multiple focus depth through 

the sample. A large sub-aperture angle θ ensures high lateral spatial resolution. For 

each focus depth, the shift in time of flight (ΔTOF) and the maximum amplitudes of the 

Hilbert envelope of front-and backside (FB) reflection echoes [VF (x, Fz) and VB (x, Fz)] 

were tracked (Fig. 3). The ΔTOF is dependent on the sample thickness, the ratio of the 

speed of sound between the sample and the surrounding medium, and the phase of 

the reflected ultrasound signals with respect to the inclination angles θ. Only at the 

focal plane of the frontside and of the virtual focus are all ultrasound wave components 

in phase. The virtual focus depth is deeper than the backside depth position caused 

by the increased speed of sound in the sample compared to the surrounding medium. 
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Fig. 3: a) Representative plot of frontside reflections by focusing at the frontside interface with a focus 
depth of 15mm and b) of backside reflections by focusing at the backside at 25mm for a 4mm thick bone 
plate model at a 15mm distance with 64-element sub-aperture transducer array of Study B. The 
difference in time of flight ΔTOF was estimated by peak positions of Hilbert-transformed envelope 
beamformed signal (dashed line). c) Confocal focus position of front- and backside reflections ΔFz were 
extracted from tracked amplitude of FB echoes over all focus depths. d) Tracked ΔTOF over all tracked 
focus depths and used ΔTOF for Ct.Th and Ct.ν11 estimations at confocal focus position (blue circle). 

At the frontside focal plane the lateral components of the focused ultrasound wave 

cancel each other out. The time of flight of the frontside echo TOFF is determined by 

the focus distance FF and the speed of sound of the surrounding material νH20, i.e., 

water for in silico and ex vivo measurements and soft tissue for in vivo measurements 

𝐓𝐎𝐅𝐅 =
𝟐 ∙ 𝐅𝐅

𝛎H2O/soft tissue

. 
[I] 

For focus depths below the sample frontside interface the ultrasound wave front 

generates longitudinal waves and shear waves, which will be reflected at the backside 

interface. Ultrasound waves with large aperture angles generate shear waves, which 

travel along the sample surface resulting in decreasing longitudinal wave transmission.  

At a virtual focus depth, the time of flight of the backside interface TOFB is determined 

by the following parameters:  
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• TOFF (time of flight of the frontside echo) 

• ΔFz (the needed focus shift to the virtual focus depth) 

• Ct.Th (sample thickness) 

• θincl (inclination angle) 

• β (refraction angle) 

• Ct.ν11(speed of sound of the sample) 

•  νH2O/soft tissue (speed of sound of the surrounding medium) 

𝐓𝐎𝐅𝐁 = 𝐓𝐎𝐅𝐅 −
𝟐 ∙ ∆𝐅𝐳

𝛎H2O/soft tissue ∙ 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛉𝐢𝐧𝐜𝐥
+

𝟐 ∙ 𝐂𝐭. 𝐓𝐡

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏 ∙ 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛃
. 

 [II] 

The shift in the time of flight between the front-and backside interface using the Snell’s 

law results in  

∆𝐓𝐎𝐅 =
𝟐 ∙ ∆𝐅𝐳

𝛎H2O/soft tissue ∙ 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛉𝐢𝐧𝐜𝐥
∙ (𝟏 −

𝛎H2O/soft tissue
𝟐

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏
𝟐 ) 

[III] 

and therefore, the longitudinal speed of sound Ct.ν11 in 

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏 = √

𝛎H2O/soft tissue
𝟐

𝟏 −
∆𝐓𝐎𝐅 ∙ 𝛎H2O/soft tissue ∙ 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛉𝐢𝐧𝐜𝐥

𝟐 ∙ ∆𝐅𝐳

. 
[IV] 

The needed shift in focus depth for confocal focus positions ΔFz was described in Maev 

et al. study (83) as 

∆𝐅𝐳 = 𝐂𝐭. 𝐓𝐡 ∙ (𝟏 −
𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏

𝛎H2O/soft tissue

). 
 [V] 

The combination of (4) and (5) results in the following equation (77) 

𝐂𝐭. 𝐓𝐡 =

(

 
 ∆𝐅𝐳

𝟎. 𝟓 ∙
𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏

𝛎H2O/soft tissue
∙ (𝟏 −

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏
𝟐

𝛎H2O/soft tissue
𝟐) ∙ (𝟏 − 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝐤eff ∙ 𝛉𝐢𝐧𝐜𝐥)) −

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏
𝛎H2O/soft tissue)

 
 
. 

[VI] 

In addition, the relation between Ct.Th and Ct.ν11 of  

𝐂𝐭. 𝛎𝟏𝟏 =
𝟐 ∙ 𝐂𝐭. 𝐓𝐡

∆𝐓𝐎𝐅
 

[VII] 

results in two equations [VI] and [VII] with two unknown parameters to estimate a 

unique solution for thickness Ct.Th and speed of sound Ct.ν11 values.  

The effective aperture θeff in equation [VI] considers increased wave conversion from 

compressional into shear waves with an increased angle of incidence (77) (Fig. 4a) 
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and transmission loss into the sample (bone) for an inclination angle larger than a 

critical angle (Fig. 4b).  

 

Fig. 4: Schematic illustration of longitudinal and shear waves in cortical bone. a) Longitudinal and shear 
waves were reflected at the backside surface. Due to longitudinal waves traveling faster than shear 
waves, these were used for MF post-processing. b) When a critical angle θcrit was reached, the 
longitudinal waves traveled along the surface and resulted in a complete lack of longitudinal wave 
transmission into the bone.  

Therefore, the following algorithm to estimate the effective factor was applied  

𝐤eff = (
𝟏 if 𝛉 ≤ 𝛉𝐜𝐫𝐢𝐭 − 𝟏𝟎° 

𝐛 ∙ ∆𝛉 if 𝛉 > 𝛉𝐜𝐫𝐢𝐭 − 𝟏𝟎° 
), [VIII] 

with b = 0.1 for Study A (77) and b= 0.122 for Study B (78) and Δθ = θcrit – θ. The factor 

keff started from 1 and was determined in five iteration steps (Study A) or was 

interrupted for larger transducer-bone surface distance at keff = 0.6 to avoid 

overestimation (Study B).  

In summary, for each receiving channel and each focus position, the difference in time 

of flight of front- and backside reflections ΔTOF (Fig. 3a and b) and confocal front-

backside focus position ΔFz (Fig. 3c) were tracked to estimate Ct.Th and Ct.ν11 with 

equation [VI] and [VII]. Both ΔTOF = TOFB − TOFF and ΔFz = Fz,B − Fz,F were retrieved 

at the peak position of VF (x, Fz) and VB (x, Fz). For VF (x, Fz) and VB (x, Fz) and ΔTOF 

the data was interpolated with a step size of 0.1 mm using spline interpolation.  

 

Phase aberration methods  

For the transition into in vivo measurements, Study B validated the MF approach on 

curved bone structures without pores to study the effect of bone geometry on the MF 

method. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the phase aberration of the received reflected 

backside signals caused by the bone curvature when compared to an ideal flat plate 

shaped bone sample. Note, that only ideal flat plate shaped bone samples were 

considered in Study A. In Figure 5, the concept of conventional delay and sum 

beamforming using a linear transducer array for a beamformed signal of a flat bone 

sample is shown. Each element of the transducer transmitted ultrasound waves with 

predefined beamform delays based on the focal point, i.e., backside bone interface, 
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and speed of sound of the surrounding material. Afterwards, the reflected ultrasound 

waves were captured by the receiver channels and beamforming delays were added 

for each received channel signal. When ultrasound waves were transmitted at a 

confocal backside focal depth Fz,B the received backside signals were in phase and 

aligned after adding a beamforming delay. When ultrasound waves were transmitted 

with focal depths smaller than Fz,B the backside signals were out of phase and showed 

a convex shape. In contrast, for focal depths larger than Fz,B the backside signal 

showed a concave shape. At a confocal focus depth Fz,B beamformed signals after 

delay and sum beamforming show higher amplitudes compared to beamformed 

signals smaller or larger than confocal focus depth Fz,B.  

 

Fig. 5: Schematic illustration of delay and sum beamforming of backside signals at a) focal depths 
smaller the confocal backside focus depth Fz,B, b) at Fz,B and b) at focal depths greater than Fz,B. The 
signals left from the transducer arrays shows the signals transmitted from the transducer to focus at a 
certain depth. The signals right to the transducer array illustrates the reflected backside signals captured 
by the received channels. The signals on the right side to the beamforming delays shows the signals 
after adding the beamforming delays. After delay and sum beamforming the beamformed signals is 
illustrated ion the right side of figure.  

Additional phase aberration due to bone curvature is shown in Figure 6. Curved bone 

interfaces will cause additional shifts in time of flight compared to an ideal flat bone 

interface. The received reflected backside signals will not be in phase after adding 

beamforming delays (blue signals in Fig. 6) and the beamformed signal after 
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summation will be decreased in amplitude compared to the beamformed signal of an 

ideal flat bone sample. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Schematic illustration of phase aberration caused by bone curvature. For a flat plate 
shaped bone sample, the received reflected backside signals are aligned after conventional 
delay and sum beamforming for focus position at the backside bone interface (black signals). 
For a curved shaped bone sample, the transmitted signals will travel longer path in the 
surrounding material and cause additional phase shifts of the reflected backside signals (blue 
signals). Therefore, receiving signals are not aligned after delay and sum beamforming, 
resulting in a decreased beamformed signal after summation.     

Phase aberration methods of surface geometry time shift, autocorrelation function and 

cross-correlation corrections were used in addition to conventional delay and sum 

beamforming (Study B (78)). 

The surface geometry time shift correction considered the additional time shift of the 

ultrasound waves propagating in the surrounding tissue caused by the bone curvature 

compared to a plate shaped bone surface. The method of autocorrelation function 

correction was used to correct the tilt of reflected ultrasound waves when bone 

surfaces were tilted with respect to the beam axis. The cross-correlation method was 

used to retrieve the curvature of the backside signals at each focus depth p1(FZ) with 

second order fits to retrieve the confocal backside focus depth Fz,B instead of using the 

peak position at VB (x, Fz). The Fz,B was defined at a zero-crossing point of the p1(FZ) 

by using a linear fit over p1(FZ).  

2.5.2  CortBS post processing  

The estimation of cortical pore properties from cortical backscattering has been 

proposed by Iori et al. (68). The initial idea for the method arose from the high 

dependence of backscattering intensity (backscatter cross section) on the product of 

ultrasound wave number k=2π/λ, with ultrasound wavelength λ, and the scatter 

dimension ‘a’, i.e., radius of the cortical pore (Fig. 7). For scattering cortical pores 

smaller than wavelength (ka < 1, Rayleigh scattering), the backscattering cross-section 

for i.e., pores with a pore diameter from 7 to 95 µm reported in (35, 88) shows 
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approximately a linear relation to ka. For small frequencies (f < 1 MHz and ka → 0), 

the backscattering coefficient diminishes and the temporal overlap between reflected 

and backscattered waves from pores will increase. For large frequencies (f > 10 MHz 

and ka > 1, Mie scattering) the backscattered cross section does not increase further, 

and ultrasound attenuation is approximately proportional to f2, which results in a 

reduced penetration depth. Therefore, the frequency range between 1 and 10 MHz is 

optimal in order to separate specular reflections. These reflections are caused by the 

periosteal and endosteal cortical bone interfaces. In summary, the analysis of 

backscattered signals from internal cortical pores and changes in the backscattered 

spectral response related to variation of cortical pore dimension is performed in the 

frequency range from 1 to 10 MHz.  

 

Fig. 7: Backscattering cross-section, which represents the intensity of acoustic backscatter with respect 
to ka (reprinted from Cobbold (89), Fig. 5.4, with permission from Oxford Publishing Limited). 

Based on numerical FDTD simulations, an attenuation backscattered cross section 

BSC(f) and an attenuation coefficient α(f) were obtained, and a theoretical backscatter 

coefficient model of cortical bone BSCtheory(f) was derived (68). A detailed description 

of the estimation of BSC(f)  and α(f) and the backscatter model BSCmodel(f) was 

reported in (68) and are not part of this PhD thesis.   

A schematic illustration of all CortBS analysis steps is shown in Figure 8. From the pre-

beamformed 128-channel data, spectral analysis was performed within the manual 

selected region of interest (ROI, Fig. 8a green box) by calculating a normalized and 

depth-dependent mean difference spectrum (NDS(f,z)) (Fig. 8b) using local beam 

inclination and an inclination corrected mean surface reflection spectrum (81). From 

NDS(f,z), the frequency dependent attenuation α(f) was calculated by extrapolating the 

attenuated intensities for frequencies within the bandwidth of the transducer (3.5-9 
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MHz) with linear regression to the depth of 0 (Fig. 8c). From α(f) the intercept α0 -, slope 

αf - value and attenuation value at center frequency α6MHz were extracted. From the 

backscatter coefficient BSCmodel(f) the mean backscatter coefficient was derived. 

Finally, the cortical pore size diameter distribution (Ct.Po.Dm.D) was calculated by the 

smallest error between measured and theoretical backscatter coefficient using 

analytical pore size distribution.  

Fig. 8: Representative graphs for the CortBS analysis. “Schematic drawing of the CortBS method (a). A 
focused beam generated by a 16-element subaperture of the 128-element transducer array is scanned 
and steered across the bone. The focus depth Fz is positioned approximately 1 mm below the bone 
surface. Pulse-echo signals are recorded simultaneously with all 128 channels. The reconstructed 
compound B-mode image (b) shows the anteromedial cross section of the tibia midshaft (green dashed 

line: focus position; green line: manually selected ROI; red line: detected periosteal interface within ROI). 
The reconstructed 3D bone surface (red line) is used to calculate a depth-dependent spectrogram. 
Spectra arising from specular reflections at the bone surface are used for normalization. From the 
normalized depth-dependent backscatter spectrum (NDS) (c), the depth and frequency ranges of 1 to 3 
mm and 4 to 9 MHz, respectively, are used to derive the attenuation and backscatter coefficients α(f) 
(d) and BSC(f) (e). By fitting model-based backscatter coefficients” (68) “to the measured BSC(f), the 
cortical pore diameter distribution Ct.Po.Dm.D is estimated (f). (e, f) Shown are representative α(f), 
BSC(f), and Ct.Po.Dm.D data for one subject with (ID45; T-scoreTotal = -2.0) and one without fragility 
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fractures (ID10; T-scoreTotal = -3.5).” (81) (Reprinted from Armbrecht et al. (81) with permission under 
Creative Commons 4.0 license). 
 

Table 1 summarizes the derived parameter for MF and CortBS measurements. 

Tab. 1: Derived cortical bone parameters from MF and CortBS 
measurements 

  Method Parameter       Study 

MF Ct.Th [mm] A,B 
 Ct.ν11 [m/s] A,B 
CortBS Ct.o [dB/mm] C 

 Ct.f [dB/MHz/mm] C 

 Ct.Po.Dm.DPeak [µm] C 
 Ct.Po.Dm.DQ10 [µm] C 
 Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90 [µm] C 
 Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM [µm] C 
 Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM,min [µm] C 
 Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM,max [µm] C 

 

2.6 HR-pQCT: reference measurement 

For in vivo validation of the measured cortical bone parameters at the marked 50% 

LTibia site-matched HR-pQCT scans were conducted with an Xtreme CT II scanner 

(Scanco medical AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland). The lower leg of the patient was 

immobilized in a carbon-fiber cast provided by the manufacturer to minimize patient 

movement in the gantry (81). The gantry was moved proximally towards the marked 

50% Ltibia region. A total stack length of 9 mm with a nominal isotropic voxel size of 

60.7 μm was scanned and resulted in 168 slices. The total effective radiation dose was 

less than 5 μSv (90). Cortical properties at the anteromedial surface of the tibia were 

assessed using a customized protocol modified from (91).  

2.7 Statistics   

Study A and B used relative error (RE), standard deviation (SD), and the coefficient of 

variation as precision values. Precision was calculated by the difference between a 

measured and the reference values divided by the mean of the reference values. The 

accuracy was assessed by the root-mean-squared error divided by the reference 

values (77, 78). Study C employed classification algorithm using multivariate PLS 

discrimination analyses with Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (PLS-LOOCV) with the 

libPLS library (92) to study the prediction potential of fracture discrimination of CortBS, 

DXA and HR-pQCT parameter (81). A Subwindow Permutation Analysis derived 

significant cortical bone variables. Mean and standard error (SE) of the area under the 

curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis, accuracy, 
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sensitivity, specificity and Odds Ratio with 95% Confidence Intervals were determined 

(81). MATLAB R2019b including the Signal Processing, Curve Fitting, and Statistics 

Toolboxes (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) was used for all statistical tests. 

3. Results 

Effect of effective aperture on MF estimations 

The MF simulation using a 32-element transducer and 4 mm thick flat bone plate model 

in Study A was simulated with a realistic in vivo transducer to bone interface distance 

of 15 mm (77). The tracked FB echoes and ΔTOF between the peak positions of FB 

echoes over each focus depth are shown in Figure 9a and b. The comparison showed 

a less sharp confocal peak arising from the FB echoes for larger transducer bone 

distance. The increase of transducer elements from 32 to 64 resulted in a return to a 

sharp confocal peak at tracked FB amplitudes (Fig. 9c). The ΔTOF between confocal 

FB peak positions stayed approximately the same for all three simulation models. In 

contrast, ΔFz and semi-aperture angle θ decreased for the simulation model with the 

32-element aperture and 15 mm transducer bone distance. The semi-aperture angle 

is dependent on the element numbers and transducer to bone distance. For the 

simulation models with 32-element aperture the semi-aperture angle decreased from 

19.18° to 11.75° for larger transducer bone distance (Tab. 2). Therefore, the difference 

between Δθ = θcrit – θ will not remain under 10° and an effective aperture will not take 

into account for the calculation (keff = 1) based on equation [VIII], which results in a 

false estimation of Ct.Th and Ct.ν11. For the appropriate beam opening angle the 

element number was increased from 32 to 64 (Study B) resulting in a semi-aperture 

angle of 20.77° and Δθ smaller than 10° for estimation of an effective aperture keffθ. In 

comparison to Study A, in Study B the estimation of keff was not always derived in five 

iteration steps but interrupted when the threshold value keff = 0.6 was reached. Smaller 

values lead to an overcorrection of Ct.Th and Ct.ν11. 
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Fig. 9: Tracked FB amplitudes and shift in time of flight between the peak position of FB echoes versus 
focus depth for 4 mm thick flat bone plate model using a) a 32-element aperture and 4 mm transducer 
to bone distance, b) a 32-element aperture and 15 mm transducer to bone distance, c) a 64-element 
aperture and 15 mm transducer to bone distance. 

Tab. 2: “Results of Ct.ThMF, Ct.ν11
MF , and relative errors (RE) for the bone plate models with different 

element apertures” and transducer bone distance “using shift in time of flight between confocal” FB 
echoes “ΔTOF”, semi-aperture angle θ, “critical angle θcrit for the effective aperture keffθ” with correction 
factor keff (adapted from Nguyen Minh et al. (78) with permission under Creative Commons 4.0 license) 

Transducer 
bone 

distance 
[mm] 

Ap ΔTOF  
[µs] 

θ 
[°] 

θcrit 

[°] 
keff keffθ  

[°] 
Ct.ThMF 

[mm] 
RE 
[%] 

Ct.ν11
MF  

[m/s] 
RE 
[%] 

4 32 2.296 19.18 25.4 0.62 11.96 4.01 0.25 3495 0.17 
15 32 2.287 11.75 25.4 1 25.4 3.79 5.27 3310 5.54 
15 64 2.292 20.77 25.4 0.6 13.82 4.00 0.01 3490 0.41 

 
Estimation of confocal backside focus depth Fz,B using cross-correlation 

The Fz,B was retrieved from the peak position of interpolated VB (x, Fz). Figure 9 showed 

the dependence of Fz,B on the sharpness of VB (x, Fz). Peak detection results in an 

imprecise retrieval of Fz,B for models with less sharp confocal peak from their tracked 

backside amplitude reflections VB (x, Fz). The sharpness of VB (x, Fz) depends on many 

factors, e.g., porosity, bone flatness, and aperture. Therefore, study B included the 
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cross-correlation method to retrieve the shift in the time of flight for the backside 

reflections ΔTOFB compared to the reference channel RxRef from pre-beamformed 

signals before summation. The RxRef was defined as the channel with the highest 

backside amplitude. Figure 5 illustrates the shape of backside echoes for the three 

cases Fz < Fz,B, Fz = Fz,B, and Fz > Fz,B. The shape transitions from a concave to a convex 

curvature. The change of the curvature p1 was determined by a second order fit. As an 

example, Figure 10 shows the second order fit of ΔTOFB at different focus depths (Fig. 

10a) and the retrieved curvature values p1(Fz) (Fig. 10b) for a curved bone model with 

a curvature radius r=40mm. A linear fit on p1(Fz) was performed to retrieve the confocal 

backside focal depth Fz,B at the zero-crossing point of p1 = 0. A similar figure to show 

the schematic illustration of the cross-correlation method is shown in the Appendix C 

of Study B in Figure A3 e and f for a plate shaped bone model without any bone 

curvature (flat bone plate model) (78). This method resulted in an improved extraction 

of Fz,B instead of using the peak position of VB (x, Fz), especially when VB (x, Fz) is less 

sharp. 

 

Fig. 10: Example of estimating the confocal backside focus depth Fz,B using cross-correlation on curved 
bone model with curvature radius of 40 mm. a) Second order fit at the tracked shift in the time of flight 
of backside echoes ΔTOFB for different focus depths Fz. b) Retrieved curvature value p1 of the second 
order fit over Fz (black circles). The red line represents the first order fit to extract zero crossing point of 
p1 =0 to retrieve confocal backside focal depth Fz,B.   

Transition into in vivo measurements 

The excitation pulse with 5 MHz and “+” pulse shape from ex vivo validations in Study 

A was changed to 4 MHz with pulse shape “+-” (Fig, 11b green line) to extend the 

bandwidth to smaller frequencies and to increase the energy of the ultrasound wave. 

The amplitude for pulse shape “+-” increased when compared to the “+” shape and the 

bandwidth for the excitation pulse at 5 MHz with “+” pulse shape compared to the 
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4 MHz with “+-” pulse shape increased from 60.6% to 71.8% using bandpass filter from 

0.5 to 8.5 MHz. 

 

Fig. 11: a) Maximum projection image of 2 mm thick PMMA plate 25 mm below the transducer. The 
dashed vertical lines mark range of the spectral analysis. b) Mean power spectrum of all gated frontside 

reflection echoes for 96 channels between the dashed vertical lines in the maximum projection image.  

 

Multifocus in vivo measurements  

The results of in vivo MF post-processing for one patient of the in vivo study are shown 

in Figure 12. The comparison of the maximum projection image with and without phase 

aberration corrections (Fig. 12a and b) showed an increase of visibility of the endosteal 

bone interface. The tracked periosteal and endosteal bone interfaces were matched to 

the HR-pQCT scan (Fig. 12d and 12d). Therefore, all 168 slices were summed, where 

the tracked periosteal and endosteal bone interfaces are in agreement with the 

summed HR-pQCT scans. However, a bias occurred at outer endosteal surfaces due 

to an increased curvature and bone thickness. 
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Fig. 12: a) Maximum projection image of patient ID001 from all focus depths with conventional delay 
and sum beamforming. b) Maximum projection B-mode image reconstructed from all focus depths with 
phase aberration methods (surface geometry time shift, autocorrelation function and cross-correlation 
corrections). c) Maximum projection B-mode image with a tracked periosteal and endosteal bone 
interface (below) and representative plots of Ct.ThMF(xi) and Ct.ν11

MF(xi). The dots show the estimated 
Ct.ThMF and Ct.ν11

MF for the individual array position. The straight lines indicate the retrieved Ct.ThMF 
and Ct.ν11

MF based on a moving average filter. Smoothed data were used to calculate means and 
standard deviations. For Ct.ThMF and Ct.ν11

MF estimation a total of 27 scan position was found. d) 
Summed HR-pQCT scan slices with the tracked periosteal and endosteal bone interfaces from the MF 
measurement.  

From 55 patients, two patients were excluded from the statistics of Ct.Th. One patient 

had strong motion artifacts on the HR-pQCT scan (Fig. 13 note by a red circle), so the 

reference Ct.ThRef was not reliable. The other patient showed a small thickness value 

on the HR-pQCT scan with Ct.ThRef = (0.99 ± 0.83) mm with high SD (Fig. 13 a red 

cross). Front- and backside reflections of cortical bones below 1 mm can overlap due 

to high porosity and the precise and accurate estimation of Ct.ThMF is then problematic. 

Accuracy and precision for the 53 out of 55 patients were 0.17 mm and 6.03% for 

Ct.ThMF. The linear regression of the derived Ct.ThMF compared to the reference HR-

pQCT Ct.ThRef showed a strong agreement (Fig. 13b). 
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Fig. 13: a) Bland-Altman plot of Ct.ThMF versus Ct.ThRef. The two outliers are marked in red. One patient 
had strong motion artifacts on HR-pQCT scans (red circle) and one patient had a Ct.ThRef smaller than 
1 mm (red cross). Both patients were excluded from accuracy and precision estimation and linear 
regression. b) Derived Ct.Th compared to Ct.ThRef from HR-pQCT with linear regression (black line) 
without the two outliers from the Bland-Altmann plot.  

Fragility fracture discrimination  

In addition to the fragility fracture discrimination performance analyses for CortBS 

parameters reported in Study C (81), MF parameters were added. The results of 

discrimination performance analyses using PLS-LOOCV are summarized in Figure 14 

and Table 3. For vertebral and all other fractures, additional MF parameters to the 

CortBS parameters resulted in the same AUC values and the same significant CortBS 

variables for fracture discrimination (Tab. 3). A slightly higher AUC value of 0.79 was 

obtained after PLS-LOOCV using CortBS and MF parameters without using 

anthropometric information for vertebral fractures (Fig. 14a, purple line). Note, only 

CortBS parameters were selected as significant variables. For other fractures the 

combination of MF and CortBS parameters resulted in one additional significant 

variable, the median cortical speed of sound Ct.ν11
MF

mean. Nevertheless, AUC values 

remained the same. For all three fracture cases, MF parameters alone showed poor 

discrimination performance. In summary, MF parameters could not further improve the 

CortBS discrimination model. The CortBS parameters provided superior fracture 

discrimination performance compared with DXA and similar fracture discrimination 

performance compared with HR-pQCT (81). 
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Fig. 14: Fragility fracture discrimination performance of DXA, HR-pQCT, CortBS, MF and combination 
of CortBS+MF for a) vertebral fractures, b) other fractures, and c) all fractures. If anthropometric 
information improved the discrimination model, these ROC curves are shown (extended from Armbrecht 
et al. (81) with MF results with permission under Creative Commons 4.0 license). 

Tab. 3: “Fragility Fracture Discrimination performance. PLS-LOOC discrimination models were 
developed for the individual measurement modalities both alone and in combination with anthropometric 
(AP) data and age. Only significant models are listed. The numbers of fractured/non-fractured cases for 
each model are found in the first column inside of the parenthesis. Significant variables selected by 
Subwindow Permutation Analysis are listed in the last column.” (81) (This Table is extended from 
Armbrecht et al. (81) with MF results with permission under Creative Commons 4.0 license). 

 Sensiti- 
vity 

Specifi- 
city 

AUC Accuracy Odds Ratio 
(95% 

Confidence 
Intervals) 

Significant 
Variables 

Vertebral Fractures (Fx/nFx) 

DXA + AP 
(11/36) 

0.11 0.94 0.54 
 

0.67 2.2  
(0.1 – 4.2) 

T-scoreFemur 

Weight 
 

HR-pQCT 
(18/36) 

0.27 0.92 0.68 
 

0.70 4.2  
(2.7 - 5.8) 

Ct.Po.DSD(ROI) 

Ct.Po.DVAR(ROI) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DMean(ROI) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DSD(ROI) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90(ROI) 

 
MF 
(18/36) 

0 1 0.37 0.67 - Ct.ν11
MF

median 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean  
Ct.ThMF

median 

Ct.ThMF
mean 

Ct.ThMF
median / Ct.ν11

MF
median 

Ct.ThMF
mean / Ct.ν11

MF
mean 

Ct.ν11
MF

median /Ct.ThMF
median 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean / Ct.ThMF
mean 

 
CortBS 
(14/36) 

0.43 0.92 0.72 
 

0.78 8.2  
(6.7 – 9.8) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90 
Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM 

Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM-Max 

Ct.0, Ct.f 

 
CortBS + 
MF 
(14/36) 

0.50 0.92 0.78 
 

0.80 11  
(9.4 – 12.6) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM 

Ct.0, Ct.f 

 
CortBS + 
AP 
(14/36) 

0.50 0.94 0.75 
 

0.82 17.0  
(15.2 - 18.8) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90 

Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM 

Ct.0, Ct.f 
Weight 
 

CortBS + 
MF + AP 
(14/36) 

0.50 0.94 0.75 
 

0.82 17.0  
(15.2 - 18.8) 

Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90 

Ct.Po.Dm.DFWHM 

Ct.0, Ct.f 
Weight 
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Other Fractures (Fx/nFx) 

DXA + AP 
(15/34) 

0.33 0.85 0.55 
 

0.65 2.9  
(1.6 – 4.2) 

T-scoreFemur 

Height, Weight 
 

HR-pQCT 
(15/33) 

0.48 0.85 0.66 
 

0.70 5.1  
(3.8-6.4) 

Ct.PoBH(ROI) 
Ct.Po.Dskewness(ROI) 
Ct.Po.Dn(ROI) 
Ct.PoBH(Full) 
Ct.Po.Dskewness(Full) 
Ct.Po.Dkurtosis(Full) 

T.Tb.Th(Full) 

 

CortBS 
(12/32) 

0.39 0.81 0.65 0.66 2.76  
(1.5-4.1) 

Ct.0, Ct.f 
 
 

MF 
(15/34) 

0.10 0.85 0.64 0.56 0.6 
(-1.1-2.3) 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean 

 

 
MF+AP 
(15/34) 

0.29 0.79 0.59 0.60 1.54 
(0.28-2.80) 

Weight 
Height 
Ct.ν11

MF
median 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean 

 
CortBS + 
MF 
(12/32) 

0.39 0.81 0.66 0.66 2.78  
(1.5-4.1) 

Ct.0, Ct.f 

 

 
CortBS + 
AP 
(12/32) 

0.39 0.88 0.69 0.70 4.45  
(3.0-5.9) 

Ct.0, Ct.f 
Height 
Weight 
 

CortBS + 
MF + AP 
(12/32) 

0.33 0.88 0.69 0.68 3.5  
(2.07-4.93) 

Ct.0 

Ct.f 

Height 
Weight 
Ct.ν11

MF
median 

All Fractures (Fx/nFx) 

HR-pQCT 
(29/26) 

0.83 0.64 0.73 
 

0.74 8.5  
(7.3-9.8) 

Ct.Po.DQ90(ROI) 
Ct.Po.Dskewness(Full) 

CortBS 
(29/25) 

0.68 0.64 0.70 
 

0.66 3.8  
(2.6-4.9) 

Ct.PoDm.DPeak 
Ct.PoDm.DQ10 
Ct.PoDm.DQ90 
Ct.PoDm.DFWHM-Min 
Ct.PoDm.DFWHM-Max 

Ct.0 

Ct.f 

 

MF 
(29/26) 

0.66 0.50 0.53 0.58 1.90  
(0.81-2.99) 

Ct.ν11
MF

median 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean 

 
MF+AP 
(29/26) 

0.66 0.50 0.53 0.58 1.90  
(0.81-2.99) 

Ct.ν11
MF

median 

Ct.ν11
MF

mean 

 
CortBS + 
MF 
(29/25) 

0.64 0.60 0.69 
 

0.62 2.7  
(1.5-3.8) 

Ct.0 

Ct.f 

Ct.ν11
MF

median 

 

CortBS + 
AP 
(29/25) 

0.72 0.64 0.72 
 

0.68 4.6  
(3.4-5.8) 

Ct.0  

Ct.f 

Height 
 

CortBS + 
MF + AP 
(29/25) 

0.72 0.64 0.72 
 

0.68 4.6  
(3.4-5.8) 

Ct.0 

Ct.f 

Height 
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4. Discussion 

Study A validated the MF approach in silico and ex vivo on plate-shaped materials as 

a precise and accurate Ct.Th and Ct.ν11 estimation. For the transition of the MF method 

into the in vivo measurements, simulations on curved bone shaped with and without 

cortical pores were performed in Study B. Additional phase aberration caused by the 

bone interface curvature, bone tilt and scattering, and cortical pores were corrected 

using three PAC methods. First, surface time correction was performed by calculating 

the additional time shift of the propagating waves caused by the curvature. Second, 

the autocorrelation function correction was applied by correcting the tilt wave front of 

the reflected backside echoes caused by the bone tilt. Lastly, cross correlation between 

the reflected backside echoes were used to retrieve the confocal backside focus depth. 

Thickness and speed of sound estimations using the MF post-processing analysis from 

Study A were not in agreement with reference values. In contrast, using the three PAC 

methods from Study B, estimations of Ct.ThMF showed precision and accuracy values 

of 0.25 mm and 5.67%, respectively, and precision and accuracy values for Ct.ν11
MF 

were 114.9 m/s and 9.77%, respectively (78). In summary, without phase aberration 

corrections, the MF methods fails on precise and accurate estimation of Ct.Th and 

Ct.ν11 on curved and real bone structures. Another approach that used similar 

refraction methods with multiple focus depths was proposed by Wydra et al. (93). A 

2.5-MHz single-element focused transducer was used to assess thickness and speed 

of sound on porous plate-shaped bone phantoms of human skulls. Precision values 

were reported for thickness at 8.5% and for speed of sound at 4.1%. In comparison to 

their precision values of pore-free plate shaped samples, the precision values from 

Study A are approximately 50% higher. Renaud et al. (66) proposed another 

measurement method to retrieve Ct.Th and Ct.ν11 using a single-element excitation 

with a 2.5-MHz linear phased array transducer. The method is based on an adaptation 

of the Kirchhoff migration to reconstruct ultrasound images. Kirchhoff migration was 

originally developed to image the earth's subsurface. The ultrasound technique 

proposed by Renaud et al. showed accurate estimation of cortical bone thickness of 

two healthy volunteers (66). In contrast, the MF method includes an effective aperture 

considering conversion of compressional waves into shear waves. In addition, the MF 

approach uses phase aberration correction methods caused by surface geometry and 

cortical pores. The effect of the focused beam size to the effective aperture should be 

a target for future studies.  
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The in vivo estimations of Ct.ThMF for the 53 out of 55 female patients were in 

agreement with the reference HR-pQCT method with accuracy and precision values of 

0.17 mm and 6.03% for Ct.ThMF, respectively. In addition, in vivo estimations of Ct.ν11
MF 

were in the range of reported speed of sound values for Ct.Po up to 20% (77). This 

shows that the MF approach can be used for in vivo thickness and speed of sound 

estimation. However, future studies should target real bone structures to establish 

appropriate phase aberration for osteoporotic bones. The proposed phase aberration 

method in Study A and B were only based on simulation results of simplified bone 

models. Osteoporotic cortical bones show a highly irregular endosteal interface and 

large cortical pores, where backside reflections diminish throughout due to strong 

scattering. In addition, the effect for the speed of sound in soft tissue needs to be 

investigated further to validate the in vivo application on more subjects. In Study C, an 

average speed of sound value of soft tissue of 1540 m/s was used. Goss et al. (94)  

have shown that speed of sound values vary up to 10% depending on the composition 

of soft tissue i.e. fat, muscles, blood etc., which results in additional wave distortion. 

The ultrasound beam would be diffracted and attenuated by layers of soft tissue and 

fat. Therefore, received ultrasound waves from the bone interface would be absorbed 

and the information about the bone structure would be diminished during the wave 

interaction with soft tissue. A speed of sound measurement of overlaying tissues using 

ultrasound imaging and an autofocused approach was proposed by Renaud et al. (95). 

In conclusion, the effect of highly irregular endosteal interface and soft tissue on the 

ultrasound signal simulation models using real bone structures based on HR-pQCT 

scan should be further investigated.  

During the development of the MF approach, another QUS method was introduced to 

assess cortical pore diameter distribution by evaluating cortical backscatter (CortBS 

method) (68). The first in vivo assessments of cortical pore diameter distributions of 

postmenopausal women showed the good discrimination performance of CortBS (0.69 

≤ AUC ≤ 0.75) compared to DXA (0.54 ≤ AUC ≤ 0.55) and similar discrimination 

performance compared to HR-pQCT (0.66 ≤ AUC ≤ 0.73) (81). In addition to the 

CortBS method, the MF approach provides Ct.Th values and viscoelastic property 

information of the cortical bone from the Ct.ν11 values. No improvement in the 

discrimination performance using only the MF parameter was found. The Ct.Th at the 

tibia midshaft was not a significant variable in this in vivo study, but cortical porosity 

and pore-size distributions from the CortBS method showed good association with 
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fragility fractures. For non-vertebral fractures, the combination of CortBS and MF 

resulted in an additional significant viscoelastic parameter of Ct.ν11
MF

median for other 

fracture discrimination after PLS-LOOCV. For vertebral fractures, MF parameters were 

not significant. In summary, MF parameters could not further improve the CortBS 

discrimination model. Nevertheless, further studies with a larger study population 

needs to be performed to obtain statistically robust results. In Study C, PLS-LOOCV 

was performed with prediction parameter matrices of up to 25 parameters for CortBS 

and MF on a small cohort size of 55 patients, which resulted in the uncertainty for the 

selection of significant variables. One example is shown in Figure 14 a (purple curve), 

where the combination of CortBS and MF parameters without anthropometric data and 

age resulted in a higher AUC value of 0.79 compared to the AUC value of 0.75, where 

anthropometric data and age were included. Significant variables were only in CortBS 

parameters, whereas Ct.Po.Dm.DQ90 was not selected as significant variable for 

CortBS+MF PLS-LOOCV without anthropometric data and age. Another limitation of 

the in vivo study was the restriction to postmenopausal women with T-scores below -

1. Therefore, larger population studies including both sexes with a larger age range, 

larger BMI, and T-score above -1 would improve stable statistical results (81). 

Nevertheless, CortBS parameters showed superior discrimination performance. In the 

future, studies should focus on identifying people at risk of fracture as well as assessing 

the individual fracture risk with MF and CortBS parameters (81). In addition, real-time 

detection of the periosteal and endosteal surface of the cortical bone surface should 

be implemented for MF measurements as real-time feedback for a successful 

measurement.  

In conclusion, this work demonstrates a refraction and phase aberration corrected 

imaging method that locally resolves the estimation of cortical thickness and speed of 

sound values at the tibia using a clinical ultrasound scanner. The understanding of 

ultrasound scattering at soft tissue and the effect of speed of sound values for soft 

tissue compartments requires investigations in further studies to enable a successful 

clinical application of the MF method for cortical thickness and speed of sound 

estimations. The first in vivo estimation of cortical pore properties that quantifies 

microstructural cortical bone deteriorations from cortical backscatter showed better 

discrimination performance compared to the standard aBMD. The Multifocus and 

CortBS techniques are anticipated to have high clinical potential as a low-cost, non-
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invasive, non-ionizing and portable imaging tool for fracture risk assessment. Using 

these techniques, it is possible to identify those at increased risk early on.  
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